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ABSTRACT 

OCR, is the process of electronic conversion of scanned 

images of handwritten, typewritten or printed text into 

machine-encoded text. OCR systems are given additional 

consideration nowadays. The PDF files consist of text, images 

and graphs. Mixed Raster Content (MRC) technique 

segregates text and non-text region from the PDF files and the 

text part alone is extracted. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

is a standard pattern classifier and extensively applicable to 

various problems and here uses Backpropagation learning 

algorithm which is very usable for image processing. SVM is 

a classifier that performs classification to find an optimal 

solution. Thus, this research uses the BPNN and SVM method 

for OCR from the extracted text files using features.100 

different format of PDF files have been tested and the 

experimental results with recognition performance are 

tabulated by comparing both the techniques . 
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Abréviations: 

PDF - Portable Document Format. 

MRC - Mixed Raster Content. 

OCR - Optical Character Recognition. 

ANN - Artificial Neural Network. 

BPNN - Back propagation Neural Network 

SVM - Support Vector Machine 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Paper documents are important for transferring of information 

and communication. The conversion of paper document in a 

proper electronic form is essential for its processing, 

understanding, archiving, and transmitting by computers. The 

scope of this paper is the image processing of PDF Files, 

extracting the text part alone and recognizing for further 

process. For example, when a document is to be processed by 

an optical character recognition (OCR) system it is necessary 

to separate text from PDF files, so that time will not be wasted 

in attempting to interpret the graphics as text. . Character 

Recognition is a part of Pattern Recognition [1]. It is 

impossible to achieve 100% accuracy. The need for character 

recognition software has increased much since the outstanding 

growth of the Internet. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 

is a very well-studied problem in the vast area of pattern 

recognition. The first commercial OCR systems began to 

appear in the early 1950s with the scanned images [2, 3].OCR 

programs are capable of reading printed text. This could be 

text that was scanned or converted images. Here by using 

MRC, the text part alone is extracted from the PDF images. 

Then the extracted image is then translated from an image 

format into a binary format, where each 0 and 1 represents an 

individual pixel. The binary data is then fed in to the neural 

network which has been trained for each characters and 

numerals. The characters could be of different size, 

orientation, thickness, format and dimension giving infinite 

variations. Recognition of characters is a challenging problem 

since there is a variation of the same character due the 

difference in font and sizes makes recognition task difficult, 

and also the recognition will not be accurate if the extracted 

text is not robust. Here we use back propagation neural 

network [4] that is used to recognize the characters. After 

training the network with back-propagation learning 

algorithm, high recognition accuracy can be achieved. 

SVM[16] is a training algorithm for learning with a strong 

theoretical foundation in statistical learning theory. Training 

data set was generated by labeling the features extracted from 

the test file to recognize a character. 

This paper is organized as follows. PDF file described briefly 

in Section 2, Then the methodology is described in Section 3. 

In section 4, Experiments and results are discussed. Finally, 

we conclude in Section 5.  

2. PORTABLE DOCUMENT FORMAT 

PDF has been developed by Adobe for the distribution of 

electronic documents in a format that retains the exact look of 

the source material [5]. PDF files can be created by scanning a 

printed document or by using Adobe Acrobat (writer) to 

convert an electronic document, which has been produced by 

another application such as Microsoft Word, PageMaker or 

Quark XPress, into the Portable Document Format.  

Adobe also provides Acrobat Reader, free software that 

allows PDF files to be viewed and printed using a variety of 

hardware and operating system platforms. The ability of PDF 

files to look exactly the same regardless of the system used to 

access them has led to the increasing use of PDF’s on 

Websites in recent years. The Universal format PDF’s are 

used largely due to non-editable, easy print and with secure 

password-protected documents. 

3 METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of this research work consist of  5 main 

levels containing PDF file to image conversion, Text 

Extraction ,Preprocessing, Feature extraction and finally 

classification is done using BPNN and SVM to recognize a 

character. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image
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Fig 1: Character Recognition System 

 

3.1 PDF Files to Images: 

PDF files are converted into images using available 

commercial software’s so that each PDF page is converted 

into image format. From that image format the text part are 

segmented and extracted for further process. 

3.2 Text Extraction using MRC 

Mixed Raster Content method is mainly used for compressing 

of compound images .Here takes a different approach. This 

method is modified slightly to suit the present work. The basic 

3-layer MRC model represents a color image as two multi-

level  layers (Foreground or FG, and Background or BG) and 

one binary layer image (Mask or M). The mask layer 

describes how to reconstruct the final image from the FG/BG 

layers (Eq:1) 

 Image = Mask * BG + (1-M) * FG M  {0,1}     (1) 

Depending on the mask value on a certain position, a pixel 

from the Foreground or Background on the corresponding 

position is selected (e.g. 0 for foreground selection and 1 for 

Background). Thus, the Foreground layer is poured through 

the mask onto the Background layer. An illustration of the 

imaging model is shown in Fig:2. 

The basic 3-layer model is MRC’s [11] most common form. 

The imaging model, however, is composed of basic 

elementary plane (layer) pairs, foreground and mask. With the 

mask layer the original image can be reconstructed again.  

Here, By applying this method, the foreground (Text part ) 

alone can be extracted for our next process. 

 

 

Fig 2 : MRC Model  

3.2 Preprocessing (Thinning & Digitization) 

Thinning, this operation is used to remove selected 

foreground pixels from binary images (Fig:3 (a)), so that the 

edges of the images are reduced to one pixel width. It is 

usually applied to a binary image and creates another binary 

image as output. The thinning of an image I by a structuring 

element J is given by  

 Thinning (I, J) = I – hit-and-miss (I, J) 

Digitization transforms a binary image into a set of discrete 

points. The process of digitization is capturing corners where 

the lines end or change direction. The main benefit of 

digitization process is different sized images get converted to 

the same set of points (Fig.3(b)). This information is taken as 

input by the neural networks during learning stage.  

 

PDF file to image 
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Fig 3: (a)Thinning process 

 

 

Fig 3 (b) Digitization Process 

 

3.3 Feature Extraction 
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Fig 4: Feature Extraction 

Research in printed document processing has been conducted 

for quite some time.Imadeet. al. [6] conducted segmentation 

and classification of printed characters, handwritten 

characters, photographs and painted image regions based on 

the histograms of gradient vector directions and luminance 

levels. Rule-based classification based on physical block 

structures such as width, height and ratio width to height has 

been used by Shih et. al. [7] which classify the segmented 

blocks into text, horizontal/vertical lines, graphics and 

pictures. Etemadet. al. [8] classifies the segmented blocks into 

image, text and graphics based on moments of wavelets. 

Graphics, photographs and text were classified in [9] based on 

color, texture and shape. Fractal dimension is computed using 

differential box counting method; the box-counting approach 

is one of the frequently used techniques to estimate the Fractal 

Dimension (FD) [10] of an image. 

Using these features, 2 classifiers namely BPNN (Back 

Propagation Neural Network ) and SVM (Support Vector 

Machine) are used to recognize the Character. 

 

3.4 Classification 

3.4.1 Back Propagation Neural Network 

 

 

Fig 5: Back Propagation Neural Network Model 

Back propagation neural network [12][13] is chosen for the 

classification purpose because it is simple to work and 

implement. The architecture of BPNN consists of three layers 

namely Input layer, Hidden layer and output layer. Where it 

consist of one input layer one hidden layer and one output 

layer for each character, recognized based on the feature. The 

features are extracted and passed through various layers and 

BPNN algorithm [20] [21] determines the output of each 

node, error node and corrected node. The performance is 

sensitive to the size of the character and it requires less 

storage due to less parameters. With limited iterations, errors 

are corrected. 

3.4.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

classifier 

 

Fig 6: Supprt Vector Machine Model 

The next classifier chosen for classification is Support Vector 

Machine (Fig:6). The reason for choosing SVM[14][15] is 

because of its popularity and for its outstanding recognition 

results in various pattern recognition applications and real 

world problems. SVM’s classifiers based on Vapnik’s 

[16][17][18][19] structural risk minimization principle                                                                                            
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Table 1: Result Analysis of OCR System with BPNN and SVM 

  

 

which gives optimum results, fast training, avoids 

unnecessary complexity with a little prior knowledge or 

learning. During training SVM use large number of support 

vectors which must be stored and computed during the 

recognition of characters 

 

4. Experimental Results: 

The above discussed approaches are very robust in detection 

of individual characters. The Beauty of those approaches is 

that it is very simple to carry out. In this research back 

propagation neural network (BPNN) with input, hidden and 

output layer is used. In this experiment, extraction is done 

using 5 features (Fig:7). In SVM, a model is first created 

based on training samples. This model is then used to classify 

unknown data. The Goal of SVM is to find out a hyper plane 

with largest class margin, which best separate out given data. 
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Fig 7: Comparison of Recognition accuracy based on 

different Features 

 

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
This paper describes the simple and efficient OCR system for 

PDF files in English. Results have given quite satisfactory 

results for all the characters. It is quite faster as there is no 

complex processing involved. SVM has less chance of miss 

classification compared to neural network. From results, we 

can conclude that SVM out weights the performance of 

Neural network. 
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